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information go to All that changed with the Honda Civic. Credited with getting Honda into the
US automotive scene, the Honda Civic compact wows consumers for its consistently excellent
form and function as well as for the sterling reputation as a reliable, low-maintenance vehicle.
Later versions of the Civic also have improved fuel economy and cleaner yet still competitive
engine performance, further cementing the Civic's place as one of the best-selling vehicles on
the planet. Introduced in as a model, the Honda Civic was largely developed as a brand new
platform, straddling the line between the compact and subcompact classification. This flexibility
over the choice of fuel as well as the Japanese tradition of producing high-quality economy
automobiles made the Civic a prime choice for Americans reeling from the oil crisis and the
continuing decline in quality of American-made cars due to rising manufacturing costs. Aside
from fuel efficiency, early generations of the Honda Civic were also known for their remarkable
legroom. Despite having an inch wheelbase and inch overall length, the Civic had ample space
for four passengers. This maximized interior was due to the transversely mounted engine
configuration â€” a rarity in the American market â€” and inch wheels. The design of the CVCC
provided for a cleaner, more efficient combustion and removed the need for a catalytic
converter or unleaded fuel in order to meet the US emissions standards. The s saw the Civic
with a sleeker body, bigger wheelbase and engine size, and a mandatory CVCC engine on all

submodels. The Civic saw further upgrade in size in , with an increased wheelbase of These
features made the Civic an especially popular one, with dealers running out of Civics to sell in
their lots due to the huge demand. All Civic submodels were given slightly longer wheelbases
as well as a lower hood line and increased glass area for better aerodynamics. The old CVCC
engines were also swapped for more powerful valve engines. The VTEC system enabled the
engine to switch between multiple camshaft profiles optimized for low and high RPMs, leading
to a vastly improved power output around extra horsepower per liter and better fuel efficiency.
Later models were also outfitted with driver-side airbags and ABS brakes. The 7th-generation
Civic was introduced in with a inch wheelbase, a new MacPherson strut design that allowed for
more comfortable handling, and a flatter rear floor for roomier middle seats. A wide range of
safety features was also included, such as improved ABS brakes, side curtain airbags, and
stability control. It was also in that the hybrid version of the Honda Civic was introduced into
the market. The Honda Civic Hybrid was the first vehicle certified to have partial zero emissions
by the California Air Resource Board and to become one of the best-selling electric hybrid
vehicles with global sales exceeding , In the Civic was redesigned with a subtler exterior, a
roomier and smarter interior, and better fuel mileage with 40 miles to a gallon. The Civic also
comes in a wide array of models: from coupes to sedans, regular gasoline, hybrid, and natural
gas engines, and the Civic Si performance variant. The Honda Civic is one of the world's
best-selling, longest-running production cars of all time. When you own one, it's not difficult to
see why. Since its launch in , one of the Civic's strongest selling points has been its proven
reliability matched with impressive fuel efficiency. And with its low-maintenance design, Civic
owners like you need not go the extra mile to keep it working well and looking great. Just stick
with the basics, and your Civic will surely give you a long and dependable run. Below are some
tips on how you can get more service years out of your Honda Civic:. While your driving habits
and the materials making up the powertrain do affect its performance and lifespan, engine
longevity usually boils down to one thing: maintenance. So, it is wise that you give the heart of
your car the kind of attention it deserves. Start off with the things your engine cannot go
withoutâ€”engine oil and coolant. Keep these fluids clean and fresh and on the right level, and
your engine will be just fine. Your timing belt and accessory drive belt need some checking, too,
every 25, miles. Have these belts replaced every 50, miles or as soon as you notice cracks,
spots of oil or coolant, or fraying. Also, keep an eye on your cooling system components as
they are the ones responsible for keeping the engine cool. Besides keeping tabs on and strictly
following the maintenance and replacement schedules and intervals of your brake components,
it also pays big time if you'll forego those driving habits and practices that do you no good but
rather shred some service years off your brakes. Among these are riding the brakes and braking
hard after sudden acceleration. Remember that even the slightest pressure causes the pads to
come in contact with the rotors. So do your brakes a favor by taking your foot off the brake
pedal when you're not actually slowing down or coming to a halt. Give your car a thorough
wash at least once a week, using only high-quality, paint-friendly cleaning and detailing
supplies. This will prevent dirt from building up and becoming more difficult to remove. If your
car caught bird poop, tree sap, or dead bugs, get these ugly sputters removed as quickly as you
can as they have compounds that can damage the car's paint job. To maintain the luster of your
paint finish, wax and polish your ride at least once in every three months. You can wax more
often during colder months. These accidents could have been avoided with simple tire
maintenance. You can stay away from tire-pressure related mishaps by checking your tire
pressures at least once a week, using a portable tire gauge. Make sure that the psi reading on
the gauge matches the number in your manual or on the sidewall of the tire. It is also important
to keep track of the tire tread. If the tread is too low, then it's time to replace your tires. When
one of the warning lights on the dashboard of your Honda Civic comes on, diagnose the
problem right away as that is your ride's way of telling you that it is in trouble. The Check
Engine Light is something you should never ignore as this is connected to the sensors
positioned on the engine, fuel, and emission systems. So as soon as it comes on, check the
code right away, so you'll know the first part to inspect. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
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